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Abstract-we obtain sufficient conditions for the nonsolvability of 
wt I Gn(cp(4) + e$4p, XEC, t E (0, T), 
where t, ls a homogeneous linear partial differential operator of order m and p > 1. For example, 
we prove that for any T > 0 the problem, with ut(x,O) = ~1, cp(r) = lrlQ-%, 0 < q 5 1 and 
h(x) = 1x17, 7 > 0, has no solution if liml,+m ,,(x)lxl7q/(p-q) = 00. @ 2003 Elsevier Science 
Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords-Hyperbolic inequalities, Blow-up. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS 
Let. t, be the homogeneous differential operator of order m 
GnC = c D” (a,(~, t>O , lCkl=m 
where a, are bounded and measurable functions defined in RN x (0, oo), and m is a positive 
integer. 
This note deals with the nonexistence of solutions to 
utt 2 cn(cp(u)) + WbIP, (1.1) 
posed in the strip ST := RN x (O,T), for some 0 < T 5 00, subject to the initial condition 
u(x,O) = u&), 2Lt(x,O) = Ul(Z)7 vx E RN, (1.2) 
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where cp is a locally bounded real-valued function satisfying, for some q > 0 and Co > 0 
IP( I Col~lQ, VT E R. (1.3) 
The initial data and the function h satisfy some growth condition at infinity which will be specified 
later. For the model 
utt = Au + JuIp, (1.4 
it is well known that, in general, there is no global solution. This problem was first studied by 
John [l]. The author proved that if 1 < p < 1 + fi and N = 3, all local solutions to (1.4), (1.2) 
with uo,ul E Cr(R3) blow up at a finite time. Later, Glassy [2] showed the nonexistence of 
global solution, for the critical case p = 1 + 4, under the additional assumption that the initial 
data uo and u1 both have positive average. For an arbitrary dimension N 2 1, Strauss proposed 
the general conjecture that if p is larger than the positive root of 
(N - l)p2 - (N + 1)p - 2 = 0, 
problem (1.4) has global solutions, provided the initial data ug and u1 have a compact support 
and are small enough, since the phenomenon of critical exponent of Fujita’s type for the wave 
equation has attracted much interest for different dimension, assuming ug and u1 are compactly 
supported [3-81. Recently, Strauss and Tsutaya [9] proved that in case N = 3, ug 3 0, and 
ul(x) 2 C(l + Iz~~)-(~+~)‘~, th e problem has no global solution for any p > 1 and any Ic < 
2/(p - 1). The critical case k = 2/(p - 1) was treated in [lo]. It is proved the global existence in 
three space dimensions for p > 1 + fi and for small data ug E C3(W3) and u1 E C2(W3) satisfying 
Puo(x), D4tl(X) = O(Ixl-1-k) as 2 + 00, Ial 5 3, I/31 5 2. Very recently, Pohozaev and Veron ) 1 
[ll] studied (1.1) with h = 1. They proved that there is no weak global solution to (1.1),(1.2) 
with 
if p > max (1, q} and either 2N < m, or N(p - q) 5 (p+ l)m/2. No assumption on the positivity 
of the average of ug or on its support are required. 
In the present paper, we are interested in conditions for nonsolvability of (1.1),(1.2) from a 
different angle. We investigate, for fixed N, m, p, q, the effect of behavior of initial data and h 
at infinity on the nonlocal and nonglobal existence of weak solutions to (1.1) ,( 1.2). 
To begin with, we fix some hypothesis. The initial data ug and u1 are in L&&RN), and there 
exists & > 0 such that ul(x) 2 0 and h(x) > 0 for all 1x1 > &. 
REMARK 1.1. As it was mentioned in [ll], the sign of u1 is important (at least for large 1x1, see 
Remark 2.2 below). In [ll], the authors have obtained a global solution to 
Utt 2 Au + blp, 
N+l 
l<P< N-l! 
having the form 
u(x, t) = A(t + to)* ((t + to)2 + lx12)‘, 
for some to > 0, A > 0 and for some LY and p such that a+2/3 = -2/(p - l), -2/(p - 1) < p < 0. 
This solution satisfies ut(z, 0) < 0 for all x in RN. 
The definition of weak solutions used here is the following [ll, p. 3971. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A weak local solution u of (1.1),(1.2) on ST, 0 < T < co, is a locally integrable 
function such that u E LB,,(&), lulph E Lo,, which satisfies 
- 
J ul(x)C(x, 0) dx + J uo(x)Ct(x, 0) dx +RN IRN J u& dx dt ST 
1 J d4G,(5) dx dt + J hlulPc dx dt, ST ST 
(1.5) 
for any C E C~(ST), C 2 0, where Lh< = (-1)” &,,=, a,(x, t)D”C. 
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DEFINITION 1.2. A function u is a global weak solution to (1.1),(1.2) if u is a weak local solution 
to (1.1),(1.2) on ST for any T > 0. 
Put 
H(z) = inf {h(z), hq(p-l~~(p-q)(z)} . (1.6) 
We summarize our work in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let p > max{l,q}. Assume that 
lim 14;~l(z)H(z) = 00. 
14-m 
(1.7) 
Then there is no T > 0 such that problem (1.1),(1.2) has a weak solution defined on ST. 
The nonglobal existence is formulated by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let p > max{l,q}. Assume that 
lim u~-‘(x)H(x)(xl”(Pz-l)j2(P-q) = 00. 
bl-+c= 
W3) 
Then any possible local weak solution to problem (1.1),(1.2) blows up at a finite time. 
2. PROOFS 
The methods used are some modification and adaptation of ideas from [11,12]. The proofs 
consist of a judicious choice of the test function C in the form 
S(x, t) = 77WP(~). 
We demand to 77 to satisfy ~‘(0) = 0. Therefore, <t(z,O) = 0 and this property eliminates in (1.5) 
the integral which contains ue. For simplicity, we choose 
7 q(t) = 1-g > ( 1 -f> 1. 
The first theorem is an immediate consequence of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let p > max (1, q). Assume that problem (1.1),(1.2) has a weak solution defined 
on ST, 0 < T < 00. Then 
liminf UT-‘-‘(z)H(z) _< 2(p - l)p-lp-P (4p’(Q’ - 1))” &. 
Id+= 
(2.1) 
PROOF. We argue by contradiction. We assume that the initial data ua and ur are such that a 
local solution exists on ST, 0 < T < co, say u. From (1.5) and (1.3), we get 
J w(x)C(x, 0) da: + hlu)PC dx dt RN J ST 
I co 
J 
sT 14qlCn(C)I dxdt + 
J 
MlCttl dzdt + 
ST J 
uo(4t(x, 0) dx. RN 
(2.2) 
By Young inequality 
J ST I4(;tldxdt < ; s, T lG4PCd~dt + -&i J sT lCttlP’ IKI’-P’ dx dt 
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holds with p’ = p/(p - 1) and E is a positive parameter. Now we take E = (p/2)‘lP to deduce 
J 1 bllCtl dxdt I - 2 J (2.3) ST s T lhll.~l~Cdxdt + Cl sT lMP'IKI'-p' dxdt, J 
where 
Similarly 
J sT 14qlG,~I da:& I & J Ihllul’Cdxdt + C2 IL’&JP/(P-d IhCI-Q/(P-4) dx dt, (2.4) o ST J ST 
where 
c2 := (p - Q)(2C04)9/(P-Q)p-Pl(P-q). 
From (2.2)-(2.4), it follows 
J BN w(x)C(x:, 0) dx - J uo(x)Ctt(x, 0) da: RN 
(2.5) 
5 9 J sT ~cg’lhq~-p dxdt + c, J IL~~~P’(P-~)I~c-~-~‘(~-~) dzdt, ST 
where 
c3 := (p _ Q)(2q)ql(P-Q)c~/(P-Q)p-PI(P-Q). 
Next, we take 
<(x,t) = (1- g)2p’m(x), 
where @ E Cr(WN) and @ 2 0. Hence, &(x, 0) = 0, and therefore, 
J ul(x)@dx 5 KIT~-~~’ RN J RN @lhl’-P’ dx + C3T J IC~~,lP/(P-Q)lh~l-q/(P--q) dx, C-3) RN 
thanks to (2.5), where 
K1 := (p - +‘l/(P-l)p-P/(P-‘) (~‘(4~’ _ l))p’ . 
For the rest of the proof, we consider 
a(x) = @o (;) , R > &I, 
where 
90 E cr? (RN), @oLO, suppQoc{1<~x1<2}, 
and 
IGn@ol 5 A@o, 
for some positive constant A. Therefore, for R > Ro, 
< K1T1-2Pf LN Q. (;) Ihll-P’ dx + C3AP~(P-q)R-m~(p-q)T AN Q. (;) lhl-q/(p-q) dx. - 
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Using this and (1.6), 
,$fR (uI(x)(X(x))P’-l) AN Qo (;) H’-P’dx 
< 
- 
KJ1-2P + K2TR-mP/(P-d ]JRNm,($PP~dX 
(2.7) 
holds with 
K2 = API(P-q& 
To confirm (2.1), we divide both sides of (2.7) by JRN @o(x/R)H1-p’ dx and pass to the limit as 
R --) co. I 
REMARK 2.1. It is interesting to note here that if E := liminfl,l,,~~-l(x)H(x) > 0, any 
possible local weak solution to (1.1),(1.2) blows up at a finite time which is not larger than 
(K1 / E) l/W’). Another claim is 
ylzpll~ uy-’ (x)H(x) = 0 ’ 
is necessary for problem (l.l),( 1.2) to have a global weak solution. But we can see that this 
condition is not sufficient for the global existence. 
To prove Theorem 1.2, we shall obtain a necessary condition for the global solvability 
of (1.1),(1.2). To be more precise, we shall see that the global existence of solution requires 
that the limit 
~~~~~f(“‘(x))P-1X(5)(5(m(p’-1)/2(p-q) 
is finite which contradicts hypothesis (1.8). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let p > max{l, q}. Assume that (1.1),(1.2) has a global weak solution. 
Then there exists a constant A, > 0 such that 
lii~~~f(u~(x))p-1H(x)lx~m(p’-1)‘2(p-q) I A,. (2.8) 
PROOF. Let u be a global weak solution to (1.1),(1.2). By using the fact that ‘1~ is a local weak 
solution defined on ST, 0 < T < 00, we deduce from above that the following: 
I 
ul(x)cDR dx 5 KlT’-2p’ J @RIHI’-P’ dx + K2R-mP’(P-q)T J nR (PRIHI’-~’ dx (2.9) nix nit 
holds for any T > 0, where @R(X) = @0(x/R) and RR = {R < 1x1 < 2R). A simple minimization 
of the right-hand side of (2.9) with respect to T > 0 yields 
J QRul dx < A - * R-m(P+l)/%P-9) s-k J nR @R(XI’-~’ dx, 
where A, = 2p’(2p’ - 1) 1/2P’-1K~‘2p’K~-1’2p’. Therefore, for R > Ro, 
, i;>fR (U1(x)HP’-1(x)(xlm(P+1)/2(p-q) 
z )J ~RH1-p’IxI-m(P+l)/2(P-9) dx nR 
I A, J nR @Rid- m(P+l)/+-‘d&-P’ dx. 
Thus, 
lim inf u1 (x)Hp’-l (x)jxl’+P+1)/2(P-9) < A - *’ 
12++00 
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REMARK 2.2. The proof of Proposition 2.1 leads in particular to the nonexistence of global weak 
solution to problem (1.1) ,( 1.2) whenever 
REMARK 2.3. We can deduce from (2.9) that if problem (1.1),(1.2) has a global weak solution, 
then 
J V2P’ 211(x)~clx I c RN [J RN O(hl’-P’ dx 1 [J l,C,cPIP/(P-‘+hll-P’ dx 1 
l-1/2p’ 
, 
RN 
for some constant C > 0 and for any positive Q E C~(WN). Observe, in passing, that in the case 
where h 2 1, condition (2.10) can be satisfied in the weak sense; that is, 
lim J R-CO RN qx)p&“14P+W2(P-9) vl(Rz)dx = K J H1-"'(R+O(x) dx RN 
for any positive function 9 E Cr(WN), where K > A:-‘. 
APPLICATION. For the problem 
w 2 (--Ah + IxIyluIp, (2.11) 
where 
Ul(X) = p (1 + lxj2)-(k+‘)‘2, 
there is no global weak solution if Ic < (y + p(n - 1) + n + l)/(p - l), and if Ic = (y + p(n - 1) 
+ n + l)/(p - 1) there is no global weak solution provided /3 is large enough. So, it is very easy 
to have ur such that 
J ul(x)dx < 0 RN 
and any local solution, u, to (2.11), satisfying ut(x,O) = 211(x) is not global if 
N<7+p(n-1)+n+1 
p-l * 
Using the same technique, we can handle the case where the coefficients of the operator satisfy 
ba(x,t>l I KW@, VI4 > &I, t > 0, 
for some real K > 0, y, and /3. The following can be established without any major difficulty. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let p > max{l, q}, m > b, and ,LJ > -2(p - q)/(p - 1). Assume that 
lim “~-1(“)H(I)IZl(m-6)(PZ-1)l(r(P--l)+2(p-9)) = m. 
14-- 
Then any possible local weak solution to problem (1.1),(1.2) blows up at a finite time. 
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